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 DISCLAIMER
This report to the Science Advisory Board was carried out as part of
the activities of the Societal Committee. Although the Board supported
this work, the speciﬁc conclusions and/or recommendations do not
necessarily represent the views of the International Joint Commission, the
Great Lakes Science Advisory Board or its other Committees. Within the
context of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, the Societal
Committee advises the Board on all aspects bearing upon the human use of
the Great Lakes, including cultural, attitudinal, jurisdictional, political,
economic, institutional and legal considerations.
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results of their investigations.
On the basis of the program review to date, several common elements emerged that are
fundamental to a successful program.
° Those participation efforts that are most successful begin early. The scope of
participation opportunities should include the provision to meet local needs.
° In addition to whatever approaches are used. it is essential for key public meetings
to be coordinated with established agreed-upon decision points within the context
of the planning process being followed.
° The complex, technical nature of the information used in RAPs requires
communication in understandable terms if it is to encourage informed, meaningful
input.
° The disposition of public input must be accounted for or reﬂected in the final plan.
° Decisions on immediate problems need to be related to longer term issues, and the
restoration of beneficial uses in order for the public to be committed to plan
implementation.
An example of a program review framework, basedon four proxy goals is given in Table l.
The Committee concludes that viable community-based processes are evident throughout
the basin in support of RAP activities. and the Committee is impressed by the commitment of
the jurisdictions and the expertise, sincerity and credibility of the RAP teams, including the
citizens who drive the process. In this context, public participation is far more than a basic
tenet of the planning process. it is a grass roots, developmental activity, which provides broad
support for plan implementation and remediation.
Notwithstanding these comments, the Committee is concerned that the generally high
level of effort evident at present be maintained and applied consistently, especially where the
nature of any specific RAP effort is protracted and public interest might wane, or where a
strong local constituency may not be evident, for example, in Areas of Concern beyond the
major centers in the basin. The Committee notes that an ongoing, formal review and
evaluation mechanism would address such problems and allow any necessary changes to he
made. It Would also provide the public with an iterative mechanism from which to judge their
own activities.
TABLE 1. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND RAP FRAMEWORK FOR
PROGRAM REVIEW - PROXY GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND RELEVANT ACTIVITIES
 
GO
AL
OBJECTIVE
RELEVANT ACTIVITIES
TO INFORM
Access to information
Assistance in the inte
rpretation of
technical data by agency specialist
*
Publication of all relevant reports and data
TO INTEGRATE
SOCI
ETAL
VALUES
WI
TH
TECHN
ICAL
ASSES
SMENT
Develop a program for public partic-
ipation in consultation with those
affected
Commit sufﬁcient resources to the
participation program to enable
implementation
Diary of public participation activities throughout the
planning process
Indication of budgeted and actual commitments of time,
money and staff to participation initiatives
TO B
UILD
CONSE
NSUS
BY
RESOL
VING
CONFLICT
Discussion among all interested
parties to deﬁne a common view of
the problem and a means to resolve it
Identiﬁcation and recognition of
stakeholders
Employ a wide range of techniques:
° citizen committees
° participatory television
° public meetings
° hotline radio
° open houses
° workshops
° interviews and
° contests and special
surveys
events
Inclusive deﬁnition of stakeholders:
° individuals
° business/industry
° property owners/
° professional
users
. . . .
° education institutions,
especially school boards
and public schools
environmentalists
° sportsmen
f
org . moms
labour unions
.
news
'
servrce clubs
medla
° elected ofﬁcials
 
TO PRODUCE
BET
TER
DECISIONS
 
A process deﬁned from problem
identification through to
implementation
 
Opportunities at critical stages for formal input,
review and comment
Opportunity for evaluation and review
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OPENING REMARKS. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNMENT:
A DOUBLE—EDGED PHENOMENON
by Lyman K. Caldwell
Dept. ofPolitical Science
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
During the past two decades the direct involvement of organized citizen groups in public
affairs has become a characteristic aspect of government in most of the more developed
countries. Citizen participation in government has become widespread throughout the United
States and Canada and has increasingly become a factor in the political life of Western
Europe. The interposition of citizen groups in govemmental affairs is not unprecedented, but
new forms of action and greatly increased extent give it the character of a double-edged blade
in present day government. Citizen activism can enhance the quality and responsiveness of
public decision-making, but it may also be misused.
Citizen participation in government is an inevitable concomitant of the democratization of
modern society. It is a consequence of four trends that distinguish the modern world: 1) the
spread of literacy, 2) the explosive growth of information and communication services, 3) the
advancement of scientific knowledge, and 4) a belief that people are capable of shaping their
futures through forethought and planning. In the technologically advanced countries today,
there is, in general, more knowledge and expertise outside of government than within the
public bureaucracies. In open societies there has been increasing opportunity and occasion for
citizens to organize on behalf of particular causes. But these circumstances raise important
questions of public policy that require serious consideration.
There are both rewards and risks in the direct involvement of citizens in public
decision—making. The rewards are: l) enlarging the resources of knowledge, skill and insight
available to government, 2) strengthening the sense of identity between citizens and their
government, and 3) providing a check against official ineptitude or abuse of authority. The
risks are: l) unwarranted interference by nongovernmental groups with orderly processes of
goverrunent, 2) pressure by special interest groups for favors or decisions that are prejudicial to
the interests of society as a whole, and 3) enlarged opportunities for demagogic power-seekers
to usurp the role of ofﬁcials charged with responsibilities for policymaking.
The logical strategy of politicians and public officials is to seek the rewards and avoid the
risks. In practice this strategy is seldom easy. Although the official authorities almost
everywhere outwardly profess to welcome citizen opinion and participation, most would prefer.
to do without it. Politicians and public ofﬁcials may seek to rally public opinion on behalf of
policies which they favor, or to ride upon what they perceiveto be a cresting wave of public
sentiment. But many of them are cautious about bringing unofﬁcial persons without agency
responsibilities into situations of inﬂuence and publicity.
Two dangers are apparent. Firstly, the politician may inadvertently conjure up potential
rivals (possible competitors for his position). Secondly, both politician and bureaucrat have an
understandable urge to avoid public embarrassment. Leaders of unofﬁcial purposive citizen
organizations, not subject to ofﬁcial control or responsibility, may act in unpredictable ways.
From the viewpoint of a responsible public ofﬁcial, citizen activists are potential "unguided
missiles." Their overzealous efforts to help might be as disastrous to ofﬁcial policy as
unforewamed opposition.
There may not be a single best way for citizen participation in government to yield
rewards without incurring risks. Some risk is inherent in the process of governing, whatever
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England were converted by royal action into civil parishes for the administration of many local
public affairs. The conversion of these civil parishes has been described as "self—govemment
by the King’s command." With the growth of citizen responsibilities came growth in
self-confidence and independence. The concept of a citizen governed civil parish was carried
to America by colonists where in New England it took the form of the "town meeting." Citizen
participation had thus evolved into an official institution for govemance, but in so doing
became a basic unit of the multi—level federal system of government that is the United States of
America.
Government initiative in convening conferences and commissions of citizens largely
independent of ofﬁcial control implies an adequate level of trust throughout the society.
People must have sufficient confidence in the good faith and openness of government to
participate freely without fear of official reprisal. Public ofﬁcials must have reason to be sure
that an advisory body of citizens would not form itself into a "revolutionary junta."
The prudent exercise of government initiative thus calls for a second principle in
practice. This is the development, with responsible citizen participation, of institutional
arrangements and ground rules for the conduct of unofficial citizen action.
In the United States, citizens may participate in official decision-making through legal
provisions for their written comment on environmental impact statements prepared by
govemment agencies. They may also express their opinions through attendance at public
hearings on official proposals. Citizen boards of review are common at the municipal level,
especially in relation to environmental planning and civil rights. Too often there are more
opportunities for citizens toparticipate in public affairs than there are volunteers.
Litigation in the judicial courts may be regarded as a form of citizen action where
class-action lawsuits are allowed. A legal action may be brought before a court as, in some
cases, before an administrative hearing officer on behalf of a particular group of aggrieved
citizens. Some critics of litigation regard this method of citizen action as evidence of absence
or failure of more constructive means of participation. It has been argued that, in the United
States, citizen initiated litigation has been carried to excess.
The most signiﬁcant areas of citizen action today are in fact-finding, exploration of policy
alternatives, and in the proposing of agendas for ofﬁcial deliberation. An innovative
proposition for institutionalizing citizen participation was advanced some years ago by an
American scientist, John R. Platt. He proposed the establishment throughout the United States
of councils of citizens and especially scientists to investigate the emerging critical issues of our
times and to formulate recommendations for action.
Elaborating on this proposal for councils of urgent studies, I suggested in a recent address
entitled "'lhe President as Convenor of Interests," a formal but ﬂexible system of public
involvement in the consideration of major issues. The role of the President of the United
States, although largely symbolic in this process, would be to impart legitimacy and prestige to
 the e
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THE CITIZENS’ PERSPECTIVE ON PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN RAPs:
A PAPER PRESENTED TO UC’S RAP COORDINATORS FORUM, NOVEMBER 10, 1987
by John Jackson
Great Lakes United
Kitchener, Ontario
INTRODUCTI N
Public participation is an essential component of RAPs. The public provides information
that may not be available to outside consultants and nonresidents in the area. The people who
live in the community and who have seen the environmental changes over the years best
understand what has happened. can make the connections to the causes of the problems, and
suggest the most reasonable solutions.
The public must also be involved in all phases of developing a RAP because they are the
ones who can create the political will to ensure that the RAP is implemented. Carrying out the
RAP to achieve cleanup of the Areas of Concern will require substantial ﬁnancial
commitments and the will to enforce strengthened regulations. Politicians will not be able to
muster the substantial resoures needed unless the public pushes for those resources.
Finally. the public has a right to be involved. The residents in the area are the ones most
directly affected by the problems. They must, therefore, be the guiding voice, determining
what will be done in their area.
Great Lakes United (GLU) is committed to ensuring that the best possible RAPs are
created and to this end is devoted to making sure that the public is given full opportunity to
develop those RAPs. Our staff, board members and member groups are directly involved in
most of the Areas of Concern around the Great Lakes basin.
From September ll to 13, 1987, we held a RAP workshop in Buffalo for citizen activists.
The 70 participants from throughout the Great Lakes basin shared a common interest in
improving public involvement in the development and implementation of MP8.
The objectives of the workshop were to give people the opportunity to share their
experiences, to explore ways to make the RAP process work, to find ways to support each
other and to develop recommendations for those responsible for developing RAP
programmes. The results of that workshop are summarized in GLU’s publication "Citizen
Action in Developing Clean-Up Plans for the 42 Great Lakes Hot-Spots." The following
presentation is based on the experience of the citizen activists who attended that workshop.
METSTA! US OF PUBLIC PARTICEAI IONPRQERAM
There have been some notable successes in developing effective public participation in
RAPs. Green Bay and Hamilton Harbour are the ones most frequently referred to as positive
examples. Unfortunately, in most instances, citizens have to fight on a case—by-case basis for
opportunities to participate in more than the regular public meetings. The results of a survey
by the Center for the Great Lakes, "Status of Public Involvement in the Development of
Remedial Action Plans in Areas of Concern," clearly shows the inconsistencies in public
participation initiatives in RAPs. For example, as of November 1987, citizen advisory or
stakeholders’ committees had not been set up in three-quarters of the RAPs being developed.
In some areas, effective public participation programmes have been the product of
initiatives by citizens’ groups. In the Buffalo River, Oswego River, Detroit River and St. Clair
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ublic
pressure. In Toronto, citizens’ groups took the initiative by developing their own RAP.
The IJC should set guidelines to ensure that, regardless of where citizens live in the Great
Lakes basin, they have reasonable opportunities to participate in developing their RAP.
Obviously, situations differ from area to area and, therefore, citizen participation
procedures will also have to vary. But the IJC could detail examples of different methods,
pointing out their relative merits.
The ﬁrst step in the development of each RAP should involve holding consultations to ask
the public in the area what participation methods they want to have used.
The lJC’s guidelines document would be the beginning for discussion at these preliminary
consultations.
EUNDIL‘LQ
Adequate money is not being made available for RAP public participation programmes.
In many cases government staff are being asked to add this work to their already full work
loads. As a result, in some RAP areas even such basic tasks as getting minutes completed and
tnailed out is not being carried out satisfactorily because the staff simply do not have enough
tmte.
If sufﬁcient money is not allocated to support public participation programmes, the public
will conclude that the governments are not sincere in wanting the public fully involved. Such
conclusions lead to unnecessary breakdowns in communication between the government and
the other interests involved in developing RAPs.
The federal. provincial and state governments must ensure that sufﬁcient funds are made
available in each RAP area to conduct full public participation programmes.
PUBLIQ ADVISORY QMMI'I'I'EES
In some RAP areas the various interest groups are directly involved in developing RAPs
by putting them on a public advisory or citizen advisory committee. These committees are
usually made up of representatives of the full spectrum of interested parties in the area:
environmental groups, ratepayers groups, industry, commercial operations, municipal
govemment, educational institutions, labour, naturalist and recreation groups, the agricultural
community.
As of November I987, public advisory committees had been set up in the Buffalo River,
Oswego River, Hamilton Harbour, Rouge River, Saginaw Bay, Green Bay, Sheboygan, Grand
Calumet, Kalamazoo River and the Detroit River RAPs. Several other committees were in the
process of being set up.
Public advisory committees should be one of the first priorities in the RAP planning
process. This committee should be set up immediately so the public can have an impact on the
nature of the studies carried out and can point towards signiﬁcant sources of information.
Involving the public at the beginning will result in its having a greater commitment to the
planning process; this involvement will help avoid many of the unnecessary conﬂicts that have
arisen in the preliminary stages in RAP areas such as Detroit.
The public advisory committee must have full conﬁdence in the people responsible for
conducting the public participation programme. Therefore, the public advisory committee
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 REMEDIAL ACTION PLAN COORDINATORS FORUM
by Richard Cnllins
Institutefor Environmental Negotiation
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia
It is apparent that the professed advantages of public involvement and citizen participation
are known to all of us. It is equally clear that the difficulties, frustrations and confusion that
surround the implementation of citizen participation are also familiar. The difﬁculties of citizen
participation as well as its contributions have been well expressed in your comments.
I would like to offer a slightly different view of citizen participation. Many of you seem to
make a distinction between citizen participation and "stake-holders’ groups" in the organization
of Remedial Action Plans. I consider so-called "stake-holders" activities as a form of citizen
involvement and participation. Frankly it is the only one with which I have a great deal of
experience.
The Institute for Environmental Negotiation has been involved with parties in
environmental or natural resource disputes for about seven years. A great number of these
negotiations involve water resource or water pollution issues. Some involve determinations of
permit standards or enforcement actions; some, such as the Chesapeake Bay Roundtable,
involve extended discussions over a period of months and are intended to help shape public
attitudes.
I suggest that too often we use the term "citizen" asif it were a residual category left to
those who have no immediate political, administrative or professional knowledge of the issue
under question, but who are involved because of statutory or administrative mandates to include
them.
There is another way to interpret citizen involvement. The essential characteristic of
citizenship is that it involves some effort to deal with a public problem in a way that transcends
a private interest. Private interests may be economic interests, bureaucratic or organizational
interests, or interests in protecting the scientific-technical ﬁeld we occupy from external dilution
or distortion. The common feature of private interests is that they are often the dominating
element of involvement in political as well as private choices.
Yet, citizenship necessarily assumes that private interests or concerns can be the basis for
involvement and advocacy, but also for compromise or modification in terms of some broader
interest. The balancing of interests, or the effort to try and resolve apparently incompatible or at
least conﬂicting interests is the very heart of politics and citizenship.
Citizen involvement should be evaluated in terms of its contribution to providing better
public outcomes and public policies. It should be evaluated in terms of both providing results,
fonnulating speciﬁc policies or reaching decisions as well as creating frameworks and attitudes
for further citizenship opportunities. To my mind, a goal of citizen involvement is to provide
opportunities for intensely interested parties as well as to expand opportunities for those who
have fewer immediate special interests.
Environmental negotiation is the term employed to describe the participation and
involvement of parties in our type of work. The word "negotiation" immediately suggests
something about the power of the parties involved. One cannot negotiate (although one might
be involved or participate) without some power to affect the other parties.
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The essence of negotiation around public policy issues such as that faced in RAP
programs is the exchange of information and ideas in a setting that is conducive to listening to
each other, considering factual and contextual matters in a way that allows for conversation
and problem solving, and that encourages both empathy and candor among those participating.
It should be a matter of democratic concern that we have so few modes of interaction or
participation where the parties concerned with an issue can advocate their concems, express
their views, and interact in a fashion that is conducive to citizenship rather than to constricted,
stilted, defensive or aggressive and single—minded adversarialism.
Citizen involvement is not so much needed to inform the public of the decisions that are
being made by public bodies. In many situations of environmental concem there is no public
agency with a clear sense of its direction or preferred outcome. Citizen involvement is an
effort to help produce better public decisions, not merely to be informed or educated about
well conceived responses and firm commitments.
As I indicated earlier, the capacity to share uncertainty and to discuss the limitations and
trade-offs involved in most environmental disputes is one way to encourage citizenship.
In my experience, environmental negotiations are established with the help of a facilitator
or mediator who is responsible mainly for creating the conditions that make possible this
citizenship. That is, the mediator helps to create an opportunity for those with relatively
definable interests to sit at a table commonly with those who are responsible for managing the
decision process within the government.
Our experience has been that the public agency is often working with a statute or
regulations which give them substantial discretion in implementing the law. At the same time,
this public agency is buffeted with pressures from different outside parties who assert both
economic and legal grounds for their perspective on the issue in question.
Funher, the public agency normally is internally divided on the process or decision which
realizes the public interest. It is also faced with substantial problems of coordination across
governmental lines and across organizational lines within its level of government.
The issues are often immersed in a sea of factual and scientific uncertainty. Most often
these scientific issues are not capable of resolution by unanimous agreement within the
concerned community. In fact, many of these issues are trans-scientiﬁc; that is, they cross
many scientific and technical specialities and their resolution is complicated by establishing
the boundaries of expertise and scientific data.
In these settings, the pressures for citizenship amount to all of the parties facing the reality
of the situation. This realization might be embarrassing to the agency, threatening to the
scientists, and of concern to lawyers and others who would seek to apply the law without
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 admitting either the discretion that is present or the uncertainty that complicates it.
We have processes established for making rules and for adjudicating particular orders or
permits. These processes and settings, however, are often more conducive to speeches,
single-purpose advocacy, and agency passivity than to public discourse, mutual education or
joint problem-solving.
I tend to view citizen participation through the prism of an organization or public ofﬁcial
trying to supplement the problem-solving and conflict—management aspects of land use,
resource and environmental issues. Citizen participation from this perspective not only brings
to the process citizens (often these are representatives of views with little direct economic
interest) who might not otherwise be there, but also encourages a process by which the experts,
bureaucratic interests, and self-interested economic parties are able to consider the issue in a
different setting.
Mediation is deserving of modest praise. It has in a number of settings been able to create
the conditions for people with immediate concerns, interest, anxieties and problems to look at
the issue from a modified perspective. A modified perspective is one in which the vigorous
advocacy of a particular view is cushioned by the willingness of the parties to be infonned, or
persuaded that there are legitimate alternative views and that to understand those views is to
acknowledge the legitimacy of different perspectives on the issue.
Negotiations, therefore, to an extent that is not adequately appreciated represent the
bringing together of information and the creation of alternative settings for public discourse,
thus creating the conditions for listening, learning and persuasion.
Ultimately, the major outcome of successful negotiations is neither money nor external
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 TABLE 2. DON’T BARGAIN OVER POSITIONS
PROBLEM
Positional Bargaining
Which game should you play?
SOLUTION
Change the Game
Negotiate on the Merits
SOFT
HARD
PRINCIPLED
 
Participants are
friends
The goal is agreement
Make concessions to
cultivate the
relationship
Be soft on the people
and the problem
Trust others
Change your position
easily
Make offers
Disclose your bottom
line
Accept one-sided
losses to reach
agreement
Search for the single
answer, the one they
will accept
Insist on agreement
Try to avoid a
conﬂict of will
Yield to pressure
 
Participants are
adversaries
The goal is victory
Demand concessions as
a condition of the
relationship
Be hard on the problem
and the people
Distrust others
Dig in to your
position
Make threats
Mislead as to bottom
line
Demand one-sided
gains as the price of
agreement
Search for the single
answer. the only one
you will accept
Insist on your
position
Try to win a contest
of will
Apply pressure
 
Participants are problem
solvers
The goal is a wise outcome
reached efﬁciently and
amicably
Separate the people from the
problem
Be soft on the people, hard
on the problem
Proceed independent of trust
Focus on interests, not
positions
Explore interests
Avoid having a bottom line
Invent options for mutual
gain
Develop multiple options to
choose from; decide later
Insist on objective criteria
Try to reach a result based
on standards independent of
will
Reason and be open to
reasons; yield to principle,
not pressure
Reference: Fisher. Roger and William Ury. 198 I. getting t_o Yes: Negotiating Aggement
Without Giving In. Boston: Houghton Mifﬂin.
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 WORKING PAPER ON PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
by Barry R. Lawson, PhD.
Barty Lawson Associates, Inc.
Concord, Massachusetts
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AD EINP
It has been most helpful for me to listen to the formal presentations made at this session,
particularly John Jackson’s which provided an outstanding summary and critique of where
public participation efforts currently stand in the Great Lakes region. And it is always
instructive to listen to such audience participation sessions as Lois New has conducted for us.
Many of the points made by members of the audience certainly touched a responsive
chord in me because they underscore several continuing themes about some of the frustrations
and challenges that effective community relations still face in natural resources planning.
Many of these challenges seem to be integrally tied to human nature, both from the good side
as well as the less good side. I am reminded of a sign which 1 recently saw outside one of our
local churches: "Being human explains everything, but excuses nothing."
I took considerable notes during the audience’s briefing. The comments came from a
number of perspectives: from citizen to organization, from agency to industry. It is critical to
understand all these perspectives, which reﬂect a variety of legitimate interests and represent
concems which must be addressed in effective public participation programs. What a
wonderful position the community relations coordinator can play as a central figure in bringing
these interests together, promoting mutual appreciation and understanding, and helping to
forge better projects as a result! The audience’s comments underscores this challenge.
It is not surprising that the number of participation problems identified by this audience
outweighed the number of positive aspects of current public participation activities observed
by our attendees. Let us look ﬁrst at the "pluses."
Among the most significant points which I noted are the following. Where public
participation has worked well, four principal outcomes have resulted:
° Increased consciousness of the natural resources base and general public awareness
encouraged by legislative appropriations, responsible media coverage and high
school education programs ‘
° Enhanced support for public projects eamed through cooperative grassroots efforts
made possible in part by a more informed constituency, the identification of
common interests among varied groups, and increased appreciation of public values
by industrial and other private interests
° The development of a more broadly supported plan, reﬂecting public priorities
more accurately, eliminating less practical options early in the process
° Faster and more satisfactory plan implementation, aided in large part by the public
trust earned by public agencies who have enhanced their credibility by encouraging
and supporting open dialogues, welcoming public input, and reﬂecting public
concerns in those plans
On the other hand, there have been many, here and in other forums, who remind us of the
continuing challenges confronting those of us who wish to elevate the returns from public
involvement, and in so doing, improve resource management plamring. To some degree these
challenges are the ﬂip side of the positive attributes mentioned above. But more importantly,
l8
 [observed that uniformly these comments reﬂect our collective need to improve the way in
which public involvement is carried out, rather than any judgment that public involvement is
inappropriate or inherently ineffective. ’
One could not always draw this conclusion from a group of public resource managers,
particularly in the water planning ﬁeld. The times have indeed changed - the tiresome
bemoaning of the technical "experts" whom the public cannot understand and who cannot
contribute effectively to technical planning issues has largely, if not completely, subsided. '
What are these challenges, and how can we characterize them? The first group I would
choose to call overcoming public misperceptions. These are public misperceptions of the facts
and the issues, because of apathy in some cases, distortion of the facts by the media and others,
clouding of the issues by some well-meaning or less-than-well-meaning interests, or lack of
commitment to solid public information by project or program proponents. In some cases,
moreover, false perceptions may exist about the potential of a Remedial Action Plan to solve
resource management problems.
The second group of challenges can be labelled as the need for improved timing. Yes,
"timing can be everything," and public involvement is no exception. A major problem
reﬂected in some of the audience comments is that of getting good information to the right
public at the right time so that this public can be consulted and effectively involved in helping
to solve a public problem which affects them. 1 think somebody in the audience called the
problem "after—the—fact public participation," where decisions might have already been made.
I have found that the major hurdle to overcome with regard to timing is commitment to public
involvement as a necessary and helpful ingredient in decision-making, not as a necessary evil
to be avoided where possible and defended where unavoidable.
The third group of challenges is avoiding the misrepresentation of public interests. This
situation can occur as a result of lack of effective representation by important stakeholders
either through oversight in infonning people and groups of the opportunity to participate or
through poor linkages among those chosen to represent larger interests but who do so
ineffectively. There is occasionally the problem of over-representation of public views. One
source of this problem is the advisory group which is so large that it is either beyond the size
that an agency can support or contains too many individual interests to be constructive.
Other audience members noted that representation by environmental or other
organizations does not necessarily guarantee representation of broader public interests. Native
Americans have often been un(der)represented in the past, and the typical citizen may not find
his interests well represented by so—called public interest groups. In watershed planning,
upstream and downstream interests have often been under-represented on public advisory
forums.
The fourth type of challenge which I noted in the audience comments is related to
improving the sensitivity of govemments and. in some cases, private industry to public
concerns and their commitment to public involvement. The basis for this lack of sensitivity
and commitment may be, as hinted earlier, a significant difference in philosophy between the
public agency and the people. Inadequacies in funding may threaten public information and
consultation efforts. In other cases, fears of loss of control. of project delay, or of public
conﬂict by program managers are contributing causes. In still other cases, lack of adequate
financing or lack of public agency enthusiasm for public dialogue can become a deterrent to
successful public involvement in remedial action and other types of planning.
PﬂEL AﬂALYSIS
Having reviewed the comments made by the audience at this session, and quickly
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characterizing them as I have in the previous paragraphs, I would like to offer my own
observations, any of which are corroborated by the words of audience members. All of these
observations represent areas where major improvements are needed before public participation
or community relations have a chance to live up to the potential that many of us see for
improved resource management decision-making.
The first category I would mention includes a selection of problems which severely
impair the public involvement process. While by no means an all—inclusive list, these do not
represent isolated cases, but from my experience, can often be frustrating, potentially
damaging to the public decision-making process, and above all, are avoidable!
PR BL WHICH IMPAIRTHE P LI INVOLVEMENT PR
° Many managers of projects and technical experts make unacceptable presentations
of their work to the public, often leaving an unclear perception. To make matters
worse, these managers shun rehearsing or properly preparing themselves for public
interaction. Once a month 1 trip across this problem with clients. I am convinced
that the problem is usually twofold: at least subconsciously the poor presenter is
aware of the problem but refuses to admit (either to himself or colleagues) to a
deficiency which is reversible, and lack of time reserved for practice and
anticipating public concerns and appropriate responses.
° Frequently, technical experts present a poor image because of a defensiveness to
questions and challenges from the general public. Unfortunately, many of these
technicians resort to intimidation of the public, often subconsciously, and the net
effect might be to insult the intelligence of members of the public. Lack of
understanding and empathy for public perceptions and concerns is the major culprit
here. Occasionally, blind professional pride or stubbornness gets in the way.
° There are impressions among the public that some agencies are unable or unwilling
to consider other actions which seem obvious to some segments of the public. This
unwillingness often leads a dubious public to feel that an agency has already made
up its mind on its ultimate decision prior to analysis. So-called public scoping
sessions, where options to consider and methodologies to be used are presented, can
force an agency to overcome this potential problem. In other cases, one has to
guard against institutional biases which develop over time and are difficult to
destroy even with changes in administration.
° Sometimes public participation does not begin early enough in a project or program
and begins only after considerable misinformation or controversy has been allowed
to develop. Technicians might mistakenly think that discussions can take place
with the public only after considerable analysis and after conclusions have been
reached, and that these conclusions can and must be solidly defended. This
situation is related to points made earlier. My only suggestion here is to make sure
that the public can understand public agency thinking throughout the project or
program so that the reasons that programs may be included or discounted are
understood publicly before options are officially dropped.
° It is unfortunate when public participation specialists are asked to operate with
decidedly inadequate budgets or when they are not involved in technical or policy
discussions conceming the project. A public participation specialist often has a
unique and unappreciated perspective on both the agency’s and public’s points of
view. Inadequate funding at both the information and consultation stages of public
involvement can be a sad reﬂection of an underlying lack of commitment and
sensitivity.
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 ° In complex projects, a public participation program may suffer if issue or
community analysis is inadequate, or if specific interested publics are not identiﬁed
early in the project. This situation may lead to poor decisions on whether to
establish an advisory group, on the type of information to make available, and on
other steps in the public involvement process. Determining the targeted public
groups or individuals is one of the first challenges for a public participation
specialist. Understanding the conununity and its leadership structure cannot be
overestimated.
SME KEY E
From our many years of experience in working on programs in a variety of subject areas,
working with local, state, federal and international planning projects, I have selected a number
of keys to more effective community relations programs. Again, these are not intended to be
all—inclusive, but rather the beginning of a checklist of things that should be in place or
strongly considered before and during the preparation of a public participation work plan for a
project.
° Often the single most signiﬁcant aspect of a public involvement program is the
designation of a public participation coordinator for a program, a person on whom
considerable responsibility rests for effective public involvement. This person
becomes the key for proponent and potential opponent — the contact - who delivers
on a proponent’s commitment to the open process and brings back to the proponent
advice and feedback to strengthen the program or project under consideration.
° It has been shown that the design of a public involvement plan which details the
various information and consultation activities can be an important guide to an
effective program. This plan must be integrated with the technical work program
which it supports, and be publicly supported. Without a blueprint which explicitly
states the objectives, mandates and implementation tools, success in achieving these
objectives is improbable at best. This work plan should be written, understood by
all interested parties, and supported by fmancial and personnel commitment.
° It is critical that before productive public consultation can be undertaken, effective
public information must have occurred. Some publics participate only by being
informed; those who choose a more active role must be provided withtimely,
accurate and relevant information. There are several routes for the transfer of solid
infomration. Different publics and different types of information might call for a
variety of these routes (or techniques) to be used.
° Most successful public involvement programs feature a public participation staff
who will "go the extra mile" to support both its technical team and the public it
serves. This arrangement is commitment and earns the respect of all parties to a
program. The Staff is the glue and the focal point for the productive exchange of
views. Choosing this staff wisely is a key step.
° An advisory group, representative of the public, can often be the centerpiece of a
successful public involvement effort. It can help to determine program goals and
decision criteria, and identify options to be considered. Such a group requires time
for members to get to know one another and become familiar with the technical
program. They enjoy working on solving problems, not just listening. And
remember, each person who chooses to serve does so for his own reasons. It may
be helpful to understh these reasons and to support each in making it a
worthwhile endeavor for the members as well as for the agency or party who
sponsors the program.
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The observations and remarks offered in these pages can help to structure, improve and
evaluate an existing public involvement program as well as provide key points for
consideration in the design of new programs. In offering my perspectives, however, I do not
intend to leave the impression that every plan, program or project requires a comprehensive,
multi-faceted, expensive and time-consuming public involvement program. But 1 do mean to
reinforce the notion that every program deserves to have public involvement or community
relations provided where appropriate information and consultation functions are essential. The
emphasis is rightly placed on the word "appropriate."
Furthermore, there are some programs which simply need a first-rate, well designed and
effective outreach effort if they are to be successful and publicly supported. It is critical for
decision—makers to be sensitive to the differences among programs and those programs'
varying requirements for community relations. I imagine that among the 42 programs with
which I have become somewhat familiar in the Remedial Action Plan activities around the
Great Lakes, these varying requirements cover both extremes and many points between.
I encourage those with responsibilities for Remedial Action Plan decisions and those for
whom public involvement activities are a principal concern to use these and other panelists’
comments as a checklist or guide to the evaluation of current efforts and as keys to the
development of improved efforts in their communities and remedial action planning programs.
Keep up the dialogue among community relations colleagues and recognize the importance
and stimulating challenges of serving as the focal point for mutual understanding, respect and
cooperation among all those with a stake or interest in promoting and encouraging more
effective remedial action planning.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN REMEDIAL ACTION PLANNING
by Audrey M. Armour .
Faculty ofEnvironmental Studies
York University
North York, Ontario
Everyone involved in the development of Remedial Action Plans generally agrees that, if
RAPs are to be effective, active involvement of the public is essential. The problem, as the 175
panicipants who attended the Second Remedial Action Plan Coordinators’ Forum held in
Toledo on November l9-20, 1987 made quite clear, comes in translating this principle into a
workable, productive process. For a number of reasons, the job is proving to be far from easy.
Part of the problem stems from the inherent nature of Remedial Action Planning itself. If
one had to list the characteristics of a planning process that would make designing a public
involvement program most difﬁcult, one need only describe Remedial Action Planning.
To begin with, the RAP process, as an IJC brochure puts it, "represents a challenging
departure from most historical pollution control efforts." It’s a new approach, one that is still in
the early formative stages. Is it any wonder that the question of how to involve the public in
RAPs is so difficult to deal with when the process itself is not yet well deﬁned? Add to this
consideration the fact that a fundamental objective of RAPs is to achieve a more integrated
approach to the management of the Great Lakes. RAPs are supposed to bring together into a
comprehensive framework the multiple perspectives of a broad range of diverse, often
competing interests, a formidable task, especially when one considers the complexity of issues
involved and the sad reality that, although "integrated resource management' has become a
familiar buzz word, it is still much easier to talk about than do}— Finally, to complicate matters
even further, each RAP is multi-jurisdictional and multi-organizational. What this means is that
a remedial action plan is likely to be not so much "a plan" as "a network of plans," coordinated
to achieve common objectives. And what this means in terms of public involvement is a
multitude of potential entry points and a coordinator’s nightmare.
All of this complexity adds up to an unusually demanding planning process, a fact of life
well appreciated by the participants in the November RAP Forum, judging by the discussions
that took place. Their concerns, however, seemed to ﬂow less from apprehensions about the
RAP itself than from a relative lack of, or bad experience with public involvement in other
planning exercises. Comments and questions put forward in the session on public participation
reﬂected a search for better ways of facilitating community involvement and of overcoming the
barriers and avoiding the pitfalls typical of such exercises. Three key concerns dominated the
discussion: who should be involved, what role should they play, and what methods of
involvement should be used? This paper sets out a few guiding principles for coping with these
concems.
D “MI!
Forum participants pointed out that public involvement often presents two opposing
imperatives which, on their own, can be difficult to meet, let alone reconcile. On the one hand,
there is the need to ensure full representation of all interests. Existing public involvement
efforts were criticized for overlooking native peoples, citizens of industry, upstream interests
and various local ofﬁcials, in particular, those on the front line with regulatory powers, who will
ultimately be responsible for implementing the MP. At the same time, there is the need to keep
the number of participants down to a manageable level so as not to impede efﬁcient
decision-making. As one person summed it up, "when there are too many people involved, the
process gets bogged down and the result is often no decision."
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 The point that needs to be emphasized here is that rather than numbers of people, it is the
values at stake which should guide efforts to achieve "full representation". The aim should be
to ensure that the range of values that must be taken into account in decision—making is fully
represented in the planning process}— With this objective, it would be legitimate for some
groups to serve as surrogates for others. For example, not every category of industry need be
represented in the process, provided the industrial groups who do participate will speak to the
broad range of values of concern to industry.
In addition, emphasis should be placed on promoting interaction among all groups,
especially stakeholders and key decision-makers. Too often the public participation process
operates on its own separate track, with the information it generates relayed to politicians and
administrators through various impersonal channels instead of through face-to-face
cornmunication.3 Neither side comes to appreciate the perspective of the other, and important
opportunities for mutual learning and collaboration are lost.
QEFININQ RQLE§
Perhaps the most troublesome aspect of public consultation relates to roles. There are at
least three phases to a RAP that offer opportunities for public involvement, as outlined below:
° Designing the planning process, which involves organizing resources, assigning
responsibilities and scheduling activities
° Developing the plans, which involves identifying problems, setting standards for
clean-up, selecting remedial measures, assigning responsibility for action and
coordinating remedial efforts
° Implementing the plans and monitoring the results
What role should the public have in these activities? It was evident from the discussion
that took place, that this issue can be boiled down to essentially one concern, the distribution of
power. Government officials are concerned about giving up too much power ("we’ll lose
control") and publics are concerned about not gaining enough ("we’ve no guarantee that our
views will be taken into account"). Further, as is the case in most power struggles, suspicions
abound on both sides. Govemment ofﬁcials fear that the RAP will be used "as a platform for a
different agenda" or that "certain parties may use the public participation process to delay
action." Meanwhile, the public groups fear that "government is committed to planning but not
to implementation" or that "public participation will come after-the-fact."
There is no easy solution to mutual distrust. It is possible, however, to at least minimize
unnecessary problems. Firstly, roles and responsibilities should be made explicit at the outset.
Trouble comes from ambiguity, when the "rules" are not clear and assumptions are made that
later prove to be just wishful thinking. And secondly, the structure of the RAP process, in terms
of both its organizational arrangements (i.e. division of responsibilities, lines of communication)
and its procedural requirements (i.e. stages, time lines) should be clearly laid out and, as the
process evolves and is revised, constantly recomrnunicated. If the structure of the RAP process
is fuzzy or not well understood. people will have difficulty relating to it and, under‘stzurtlably,
will become uneasy and frustrated.
sww
Few would debate the contention that traditional methods of public involvement -- open
houses, public information meetings, public opinion surveys -- have proven ineffective in
facilitating the resolution of complex resource management problems. What does get hotly
debated, however, is whether the situation can be improved much and, if so, how and at what
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 cost. Some of the frustration that generally underlies this debate was conveyed in the Forum
discussion.
Participants talked about the potential for conﬂict given that some of the management
options involve strongly held philosophical differences, fears of being unable to meet
expectations, and the potentially high costs and resource requirements that a comprehensive
public involvement program would entail, costs that might result in less monies being available
for needed remedial programs. As one participant astuter pointed out, "improving water
quality is the central focus, not public participation." Concern was also expressed about how
difﬁcult it might be to deal with ill-informed citizen activists, unenthusiastic public agencies, or
a lack of long—tenn commitment on the part of parties in the process.
Again. there are no easy ways around these problems. The first step in dealing with them is
to take them seriously; they represent real impediments to effective public involvement and will
require a concerted effort to overcome. Many public involvement programs have foundered
because insufficient forethought was given to the kinds of problems that could arise.
The second step is to accept that the approach taken to public involvement must be
tailor-made to fit the socio-political context. There is no basic approach that applies generally
anywhere, even though a cursory reading of public involvement texts or manuals will indicate
that there is a fairly standard set of methods to call upon! The trick is in determining which
speciﬁc methods would be most appropriate in a given situation. And this determination
requires a careful diagnosis of the needs, expectations, experience and capabilities of the
potential participants.
The importance of this diagnostic task should not be underestimated. Time spent in
process design can result in significant future savings. One way to facilitate this task is through
joint design. There is no better means of diagnosing corrrmunity needs and at the same time
gaining support for a public involvement program than to give those whom the process is
intended to serve a say in how it should be conducted.
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 SUMMARY OF RAP SESSION AT TOLEDO MEETING
by Lois New
Citizen Participation Specialist
New York Department of Environmental Conservation
Albany, New York
EARIL
The public’s demand for a role in remedial action planning has led to a unique approach to
cleaning up the 42 lJC-designated Areas of Concern around the Great Lakes. Throughout the
basin, citizens and governments are working together to develop remedial action plans.
Recognizing that there is much wecan learn from one another, the 11C organized a session on
public participation at their RAP Forum in Toledo in Ohio, on November 20, 1987. As is
appropriate for a discussion of public participation, the session had both a participatory and
problem-solving orientation.
The main purpose of the session was to bring together public participation experts with the
people who are involved in the RAP process in such a way as to maximize the exchange of
ideas, highlight approaches to meeting common challenges and help people see other points of
view. The audience comprised citizens involved in speciﬁc RAP site development, agency
technical staff assigned to work on RAPs, public participation specialists and consultants, IJC
Science Advisory Board members and other people interested in the RAP development.
Dr. L. K. Caldwell, Co-Chair of the Societal Committee of the Science Advisory Board
moderated the session and provided opening remarks which emphasized the importance of
public participation in public policydevelopment, the challenges of successfully involving the
public and the growth and recognition of an environmental constituency for the Great Lakes.
Dr. Caldwell introduced the expert panel and the guest speaker from Great Lakes United
(GLU). Each panelist brought a unique perspective to the session in terms of background,
interest and experience: Dr. Barry Lawson, program design and implementation; Dr. Richard
Collins, enviromnental negotiation; and Ms. Audrey Armour, social impact assessment.
Following opening remarks. Mr. John Jackson from Great Lakes United spoke of the need
and relevance of public participation expressed by the public at hearings which GLU sponsored
in I986 and underscored at the GLU Workshop for Citizen and Community Leaders, held in
Buffalo in September I987. Mr. Jackson’s comments provided animportant reminder of how
seriously citizens treat their role in the RAP process.
Before listening to the panelists, the attendees were invited to share successes which they
had seen as well as their fears about public participation. Responses were recorded on ﬂip
charts, and the panelists were asked to tailor their presentations to address the points raised by
the audience. The process was designed to emphasize the importance of what the audience was
thinking and feeling and then to make the presentations relate to the audience’s needs as closely
as possible.
The audience participation session was dynamic and could have continued much longer
than the time allotted. A listing of the responses (see attachments) indicates more fears than
successes and a wide range of views. The enthusiasm of the audience also reinforced the
speakers’ points about the importance of involving people in RAPs rather than treating them as
listeners or observers. Since the agency staff, who are usually presenting infomration, were
audience participants, we hope that they gained an appreciation of how it feels to share ideas at
a session rather than to be preached at.
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As listed by conference participants, much has been accomplished towards these goals:
° Making information available has led to a better informed constituency and better
communication with them, to educational programs, additional media coverage and
identification of research needs
° Integration of technical and social processes and conﬂict resolution elements has
resulted in better credibility and trust between citizens and govemments. This
situation has resulted in greater empathy and commonality, and provides a basis for
eventual decision-making
° Better decisions have been reached, including better structural alternatives, cost
savings, more politically acceptable and economically feasible alternatives,
strengthened support for implementation, and clearer sets of priorities
The list of fears about public participation included:
° Fear of the process failing (public participation not working), including fears of
individuals or groups being left out of the process or not being taken seriously, of
being intimidated or defeated by conﬂicts, or of never reaching closure on issues.
° Fear of bad decisions being made, such as a lack of resources or political support for
decisions or a solution being selected which does not adequately address the
problems.
° Fear of faulty perceptions, misunderstandings, or conﬂicts.
P T — W P
As facilitator of the session, I did not have an opportunity to comment on the theory or
practice of public participation as applied to Remedial Action Plans. My philosophy closely
follows that of other speakers, and I would reiterate most of the points they made. With over 12
years as a professional citizen participation specialist working on environmental issues, there is
no question in my mind of the importance of public involvement as a crucial element of
government decision-making. Better decisions are made and implementation is improved.
As other speakers pointed out, the earlier public participation enters the project, the better
the process and product will be. Public participation should continue throughout the process,
rather than being tacked on at the end. It is essential to define clear decision points and to
determine how public input will be factored in. There are many different publics.
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 All audiences or publics who are affected may be affected or believe they could be affected
should be included. Sometimes the benefit is technical input or review; more often it is a clearer
view of the political, social, economic factors — the values — which should be considered in
decision—making. \
Comments from citizen participants have made it clear that to achieve effective
involvement, governments must recognize citizens’ needs. There must be clear, understandable,
timely and substantive information provided throughout the process. Participants must be
treated as having credibility. Opportunities for input must be offered before decisions are made,
and not simply as a review process after the fact. Letting citizens know how their comments
were used will go a long way towards establishing trust in further consultations. Facilitators of
the process should have credibility with the public.
While meeting citizen needs is one-half the picture. meeting the agency’s needs cannot be
ignored as the other half. Agency staff must feel that they will be able to perform a credible
professional job in a realistic time frame. They must trust that citizen participation activities are
directed at solving an environmental problem rather than at satisfying someone’s personal
agenda. They must be shown that better decisions Were made as a result of public input.
In New York state there is a long history of successful public participation and the Division
of Water is strongly committed to active public participation as an integral part of its programs.
Public participation work plans are meshed with project work plans. Full-time citizen
participation staff assist program staff with design and conduct of programs. Program staff
attest that public participation has beneﬁted their programs.
Three major elements of program management make consultation programs successful:
attitude, planning and follow-through. A constructive attitude means remaining open and
willing to invite and accept comments. There must be a willingness to see things from a
different point of view. Staff must be patient when working through issues, and persistent in
their attempts both to make their own assumptions clear and understand the comments made by
participants. Defensiveness is counterproductive. Staff value the communication process
enough to provide funding and to respect the professional judgement of public participation
experts.
Although not recognized by many people, program planning is a critical element of
successful public participation projects. Unless a project is put on a realistic schedule with
definable decision points, it is impossible to have anything but a reactive public participation
program. A well-planned project builds in sufficient time for consultation at all key stages. The
program staff must do some serious thinking early in the process to identify where the most
effective participation can occur. This determination allows the agency to identify meaningful
points for input and specify the type of information sought. '
Finally, successful consultations depend on follow-through by the agency. The selection of
appropriate techniques, the skill in employing them, the persistence in bookkeeping to make
sure that comments are tracked are all reﬂected in the ﬁnal result.
BALLLSTATUS OF NEWYQRKS RAPs
11mm
1. Buffalo River: Draft report, 40-page summary and executive summary available to
the public in early March; public review and outreach period March and April;
formal public meeting to comment on draft May 4.
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 FLIP CHART NOTES FROM RAP FORUM, TOLEDO, OHIO:
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION SESSION — NOVEMBER 20, I987
SUCCESJLS.
 
Better structural alternatives identified
More efﬁcient options - save money
Educational programs
Establish government credibility — trust
Increase industry awareness of public values
Increase community consciousness
More informed constituency
Interest group involvement to assure implementation
Reinforce constructive change with agencies
Accelerate implementation
Different views recognize common ground
Legislative support resulting in better funding
Identify research needs
Develop trust
Set priorities
Informed constituency - better communication
Strong media support leading to education
Help identify research needs
Develop grass root support
Develop a better plan
Accelerate implementation
Plan seen as a panacea
Frustration with previous planning efforts
Citizens of industry left out
Lack of representation of native people
No formal mechanism to ensure citizen views in the writing ofRAPs
Representation from The Source and receiving areas
Too many people = no decisions
Fear of conﬂict
Platform for a different agenda
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Industry not always willing to participate
Understanding what draft means
Trying to mold constituencies
Failure to include big basinwide issues
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After-the—fact public participation
Commitment to planning but not to implementation
Lack of ﬁnancial support
Challenging technical competency
Over-simpliﬁcation of complex issues
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Ill—informed citizen activists
Bureaucratic red tape ~ too many agency approvals
Upstream sources not adequately involved
Lack of enthusiasm from public and agencies
Absence of persistent commitment
Inability to meet expectations
Changes in political administrators
Fear of loss of agency control
Lack of long-term budgeting mechanisms
Lack of local officials’ representation
Fear of delay
No mechanisms to implement ecosystem approach
Media exploitation
Lack of focus on long-temi anticipatory vs. short-tenn solutions
Lack of money and resources for public groups
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